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style
by Elyse Glickman pick of  the week

the magic bullet

Don’t Blend in, Blend Smart

This Emmy Season, Kari Feinstein livened things up at her popular Style Lounge not
only with a mix of  cool clothes, services and gadgets but a mix of  celebrities from all
walks of  television life, including Entourage’s Adrian Grenier, Jennifer Tilly, Danny
Masterson, DJ Steve Aoki , Sharon Lawrence, Robert Davi , Fran Drescher, Bijou
Phillips and Patrick Van Horn (of “Swingers” fame, baby!) converging for a celebrity
poker tournament raising funds for The Creative Coalition.

However there is always something unique that makes the mix more memorable, and
this go-round, it was Magic Bullet—a little dynamo of  a food processor that not only
cooled off  the red-hot celebrities attending the festivities with fresh smoothies, but
promised to bring gourmet cooking within anybody’s reach. Unlike bulky blenders and
hulky food processors, the Magic Bullet brings those capabilities into a smaller, easy to
use format that the manufacturers promise will save you time because it does almost
any job in the kitchen in 10 seconds or less!

The secret to the Magic Bullet’s effectiveness is a specially designed blade and bullet-
shaped design that automatically circulates food back into their patented cyclonic
cutting zone™. Just like those demos on television, this little wonder really does whip
up a mean smoothie in seven seconds as well as give anybody handy in the kitchen
(or not) the ability to make restaurant-style salsa (fresh and chunky, not ketchup-y),
homespun soups, savory dips, decadent chocolate mouse and anything else to make
your entertaining as polished as, well, Kari Feinstein, brought her food and diversion
savvy to the table—and not just the poker table.

This week, 4 lucky winners will receive the Magic Bullet along with a host of
accessories and tools. For the rest of  you searching for an excuse to get back into the
kitchen, the Magic Bullet retails for $59.00 and is available at www.buythebullet.com
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Winners will be randomly selected and notified Oct. 9th, 2006. US only. Rules

 
 
4 latest items:
vtech :: bullet :: napoleon :: bishop

Visit some of our giveaway sponsors: Diamonds in the Rough, Klorane, Rock &
Republic, True Religion, Sundari, VonZipper, Petro Zillia, Red Monkey, Flavio Olivera,
Robert Marc, Smashbox, Steve Madden, Silhouette, Blue Cult Jeans, Wheels & Doll
Baby, Nancy Davis, Moo Roo, Playboy, Go Smile, Oliver Peoples, Stila, Ed Hardy, Antik
Denim, Joe's Jeans, Calleen Cordero, Rodan + Fields, Jaqua, Keurig, Beverly Feldman,
Rip Curl , Klegg, Stila, Sama Eyewear, Fornarina, V-Tech, Toms Shoes, Goorin Bros,
L'Oreal, Grass Jeans, Borba, Jin Patisserie, Verizon, Donald Pliner, Rilastil, Tokidoki, Via
Spiga
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